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"Of course you 
can make good 
whisky here”



The Island, Fedje – North by North 
West, a short boat ride from 
Bergen. Sea spray, open landscape, 
a lighthouse 104 feet above sea 
level, 551 openminded inhabitants 
and a lot of weather. 

Welcome to 
Fedje Island



The Island of Fedje 
- The humid climate 
- The clean water 
- The proximity to Scotland 
- The pure nature 
- The fresh, natural local ingredients 
- The fresh air 
- Fedjes historic relationship with Scotland  

In addition – Norway’s reputation for clean, 
wild and natural…

The perfect  
place for Whisky 

Production



Our story



A good idea  
- and a pinch of madness

Once upon a time three 
friends met in a bar… 
The first is a beer brewer on Fedje, but the buzz around micro spirits 
has pricked the curiosity. The second is in the wine- and restaurant 
business, always eager for new ideas, and she wondered why more 
Norwegians had not wanted to bet on whisky. The third simply lives 
for anything to do with whisky culture. He is just waiting for the other 
two to realize how much fun it would be to produce a Norwegian 
whisky on an island in the middle of the ocean. 

And there, after another round around that table, the Feddie Ocean 
Distillery had its unofficial kickstarter over a glass of whisky… or three.



Anne Koppang 
Anne Koppang opened the restaurant 
Druen at Aker Brygge together with two 
girlfriends in 1986.

Feddie’s founder 
and main  

shareholder

In 2017, they sold 88 % of 
the shares to further 
develop Olivia in Norway 
and the Nordics. During 
this time, as Aker Brygge 
experienced a period of 
rejuvenation, the concept 
of Druen ended and was 
replaced by, what is now, 
the fashionable restaurant 
Asia. Anne also owns the 
jewelry chain David 
Andersen with one of her 
restaurant partners. She 
sits on a large number of 
boards, her core 
competencies being 
finance and business 
development.

Although she has achieved 
formidable success with her 
own companies, she has also 
been involved in projects 
where the results have not 
been so favorable and Anne 
knows why. Those you choose 
to have on your team 
determine your chances of 
success. Inviting the right 
people onboard to develop the 
Feddie Ocean Distillery brand 
has been the decisive driving 
force. The three girlfriends 
who started a restaurant 34 
years ago are still best friends. 
The most important element 
for business development are 
the people involved. 

Anne loves ideas, new opportunities and 
development. At the same time, she is altruistic 
and aware of her social responsibilities, both for 
her companies and for herself.  All in all, a big 
hearted person combined with a wise, smart and 
generous personality - she is someone willing to 
share her successes with those who are willing to 
play the game. As a trained sommelier, she 
naturally has a nose for alcohol, and although the 
percentage of alcohol in regards to Feddie has 
increased, it is still about refining taste and 
aroma. A passionate amateur photographer, Anne 
has a great appreciation for the sensual and 
aesthetic. Of course she would never have dared 
to brag like this about herself, so we have taken 
the liberty to write this without her permission - 
so that our investors get a chance to know a little 
bit about Feddie Distillery's founder, main 
shareholder and the woman behind it all. 



Our location



The Distillery 
- The distillery is centrally located in Fedje’s harbor. 

- The plant has a capacity of 4000 l / batch.  

- It is designed as a hybrid distillery, which means that 
we can either use it as a traditional "pot-still", or distill 
via an amplifier that contributes to a higher alcohol 
content in the steam, which goes on to the 
condenser (so-called rectification column/rectifying 
section), such as we use today. 

- The plant is equipped with a whiskey helmet and 
dephlegmator which contributes to increased fluid 
flow (reflux).  

- The whisky helmet, rectification column and 
equipment that is responsible for condensing the 
steam (dephlegmator) are 100% copper.  

- The boiler and condenser are made of stainless steel.

Capacity: 
200 000 bottles/year 

1000 Dory’s/year 

The capacity is modestly estimated, 
Feddie Ocean Distillery has room to 

expand carefully - as we are 
growing, year by year!



Feddie Mek. 
Our 3100 square meter warehouse and 4 buildings is 
the home of Nine Sisters and friends. It was originally a 
warehouse for the shipping industry and has enough 
space to store all our barrels of whisky and spirits. 

Feddie Mek. is not just our favoured location for testing 
and tasting and combining flavours and herbs. It is also 
our hub for designing and creating new ideas, new 
business and start-ups, as well as a venue for concerts, 
celebrations, cocktail parties, social events or just 
having fun.

Our warehouse and 
Nine Sisters’ playground



Products & Markets



Our target group are modern 
and inquisitive people 
- Those who are attracted to our idea and philosophy, who are on the move 

and appreciate big thoughts, who applaud our idea of female ownership, 
sense of community, local roots, our ideas, hotel plans and sustainability. 

- Those who want to embrace the philosophy of a distillery that is based on 
something a little more than just mass-producing alcohol for the market. 

- The young, old, women and men. We do not differentiate between gender 
or age among our buyers. 

- Those who like our DNA and our soul, which are echoed in Nine Sister's 
identity, in the mythology, design, aesthetics and our history. 

- Those who enjoy premium quality in their drinks.

Who are the Nine Sisters' customers?



Whisky from Fedje to India 
Feddie Ocean Distillery is based on the idea of making the world's best whisky and India 
is our big dream! It is not accidental. No one drinks more whisky than in India. They also 
have a very large, interesting marked for weddings which is an opportunity that we will 
explore. Besides, we think it's fun to broaden our horizons and aim high – To be 
ambitious.  

Until our first whisky is ready, we spend our time on market analyses, networking in 
markets attractive to us and on distribution opportunities - Based on our plans that 
extend from Fedje via Western Norway, to the whole of Norway and Sweden and ... India. 

Norwegian female investors going to India in the east with whisky from the north – a 
resilient story that may seem a little outrageous. In addition to our marketing 
department, we have experienced financiers and economists on the team, keeping a 
sharp focus on budgets and realism. We do not jeopardize the foundation of our 
business. We build on our goal barrel by barrel and bottle by bottle, year by year. 

As of July 2020, we already have 36 barrels that store what will be the best whisky 
within them. We mainly use Bourbon oak barrels, but some are also stored in Sherry 
barrels from Jerez, and on December 18th 2022, our first whisky will be ready.

«First we take Fedje, 
then Bergen, then the 

East, then the west and 
then the rest»



The Nine Sisters Whisky  
Dory for Norway 
We will produce 100 exclusive, numbered casks a year for our whisky 
connoisseurs. From the day you purchase your own cask, or Dory, the 
countdown begins. Each Dory has its own distinct character and its own 
unique taste. As the owner of a Dory you can name the cask yourself, 
and when the three years have passed your cask is ready for collection 
at a Vinmonopolet location of your choice. Feddie’s Dory certificate will 
accompany your Dory with the name and number of the cask. 

Our first focus will be on the Norwegian marked for the sale of our 
Dory’s.

Our casks are called “Dory” in 
honour of the traditional open 
boats and the fishermen that 
sailed them from Fedje – to 

fish on the open sea.



Nine Sisters Gin to Norway, 
the Nordics and the world… 
Nine Sisters’ Gin will be available in September 2020. 

Our most important footprint will be the domestic market. We want to succeed at 
home before we set our sights on the rest of the world. By the domestic market we 
mean Western Norway, where we will start in September. It is a short way from Fedje 
to Bergen. County by county, we will spread out across Norway. Once we have 
moved from the “special order” list to the shelves at Vinmonopolet, we move on. 

Our next focus is Sweden, where our whisky expert lives in Stockholm. The market 
for gin is created in the wake of our whisky. Team Feddie has networks and 
tentacles that spread in so many directions to so many countries, that we have 
already experienced doors opening to new, fantastic opportunities. We want to go 
out into the world. In the meantime, we are building networks, distribution channels 
and ambassadors - nationally and internationally. Let It Begin.



Distribution in Norway 
We work to ensure the launch of our products happens in the right 
places. In Norway, Nine Sisters Gin will be listed on Vinmonopolet's 

order selection from 4 September. In addition, we work with the Horeca 
market. We are extremely happy to work with our distributor the Oslo 

Wine Agency, who are behind many great successes in Norway.



Our brand



Our brand platform and 
portfolio 
Storytelling is important for brand building and for the development of our 
unique identity. We have invested a lot of time and resources in developing our 
new, fantastic brand platform that will be the foundation of our brand portfolio. 

Feddie Ocean Distillery is our corporate brand, which sends and owns the 
products we produce and deliver to the market. It's Team Feddie's home and 
Nine Sisters' products home until they head out to bars and shop shelves around 
the world. 

Feddie Ocean Distillery's premium brand is Nine Sisters, our best quality 
premium brand that radiates the strong, the feminine and the mysterious. 
Inspired by the sea and Norse mythology. Handmade and organic, distilled with 
passion and cutting-edge expertise. 

We are confident that we are adding something new and unique in a competitive 
market.



Nine Sisters - Our premium brand
Nine Sisters are (the waves), daughters of 
the Norse sea God Ægir and his wife Ran. 
When we discovered the painting by Hans 
Dahl (1845  1937 and his depiction of the 
bathing daughters, the brand name fell 
into place: (It had to be) Nine Sisters.

With Nine Sisters, the conceptual brand name 
for our premium products fell into place 
pushing our other concept ideas to the side. 
We played with the ideas naming it after the 
sea, the wind, high tide and low tide, but Nine 
Sisters won our hearts, by a good margin!

The sisters and the myth give us an ocean of 
opportunities for storytelling. We have worked hard to 
find the perfect balance to depict our visual expression 
of the wild, strong, playful, feminine and the powerful. 
Joy and madness - Signed by our (and the world's) 
most talented designer; Unnur Gigja Gunnarsdottir

We want to make Nine Sisters into a premium, award-winning brand.



Our story and identity create the brand  
We are in the process of refining the qualities that shape the identity of Feddie Ocean Distillery and Nine Sisters. Our 
approach is organic, developing naturally through the team. Our identity is shaped through team Feddie, our friends 

and good partners, our personalities and insights. And through all the ideas we have worked on along the way. 

Here are the six most important qualities that create our 
identity and help us to navigate the market:



1 Female investors
That our investors are 100% female is a choice we are extremely 
proud of! The nine sisters also give us a wonderful link to our 
investor community - strong women with drive and ambition. Our 
female investor community is already an important part of our 
identity and a driving force for the "movement" we are in the 
process of creating. In the first half of the year during the corona 
epedemic, Feddie Ocean Distillery had 63 female investors and a 
share capital a little over 13.5 MNOK as of 1 July. In addition to the 
11 MNOK from our investors, Anne Koppang's company has 
converted a loan into equity. 
  
We believe that our commitment to women with regard to 
investment  will give us momentum and sales in the market; on the 
shelves of Monopolet and in the bars, attention in the media and 
enthusiasm and support where our gin is chosen, perhaps 
especially among women who want to join in and support our idea.



2 Ambassadors community
Feddie Ocean Distillery and all our female investors are our 
ambassadors. We are in the process of creating a movement, 
which is noticeable by the interest we are gathering. We have 
already become a community not just of investors but of 
enthusiastic friends. We seem to have hit a nerve just at the right 
time, with friends and partners cheering us on and wanting to join.  

Creating a large network of ambassadors has an enormous value 
for us. We want to mobilize investors and friends and inspire our 
large network to promote the distillery and our products. We want 
to inspire our network of ambassadors to advertise, talk about, 
serve guests, go to the Vinmonopolet and buy a Nine Sisters' 
bottle or two, for themselves or as a gift. We want to take good 
care of our ambassadors, they are of great value to us - Especially 
in the domestic market where alcohol advertising is prohibited.



3 Fedje, North by  
Northwest
An island in the ocean, where we can almost see the homeland of 
whisky; Scotland. Wild, Norwegian, a lot of weather and 561 
inhabitants. It is exotic (and Norwegian). With the distillery, Feddie 
Mek. as our arena for tasting and a playpen for new ideas, concerts 
and events, all of us in team Feddie have a strong bond to Fedje. In 
the 17th century the island was called Feddie, our name and the 
distillery's inspiration is well established locally. 

Fun fact: Did you know that North by Northwest is one of 
Hitchcock's most famous movies?



4 Organic and Handmade
We focus on pure, natural ingredients, both for whisky lovers and 
for all the other products we develop. It involves organically ground 
grains and yeast. We collect local herbs and ingredients from 
Fedje’s natural environment where ever possible. We have received 
Debio approval, and will take our responsibility to create a 
sustainable brand seriously.



5 Norse mythology, sea,  
mystery and aesthetics 
We love the myth of the nine sisters of Ægir and Ran. We want to 
combine the mythical and the feminine with aesthetics and good 
design. We ourselves prefer well designed bottles and believe our 
customers do too. And, we appreciate beauty, both in the 
landscape and in the design of our products, our communication 
and in the images we create about Feddie Ocean Distillery and 
Nine Sisters. Aesthetics should be emblematic of what we deliver 
to the market.



6 Our moonshot: A whisky  
hotel by the harbor
Fedje does not have enough beds to offer visitors. We have a 
distillery and a lot more to offer. This beautiful island can provide 
experiences that give peace of mind and energy. We are in contact 
with Todd Saunders, one of the world's foremost architects. Todd 
is from Canada, but lives in Bergen. Here you see the hotel he 
designed on Fogo Island …. and ... he would very much like to 
design our hotel on Fedje. Our hotel plans are taking shape, and 
Feddie's investors get to join in the journey. 



Team Feddie



The people 
People make the difference! Team Feddie is the perfect 
mix of deep product knowledge, marketing, 
communications, operations, finance and business 
development. 

Our mantra for recruiting the best for Team Feddie, is to 
tread carefully and make the right choice. Team Feddie is 
a hand-picked group of specialists and enthusiasts who: 

- Loves ideas, opportunities, development and new 
business! 

- Have cutting-edge expertise in various areas 
- Exudes a playful, bold and open attitude to life 
- Who share our values and are concerned with 

sustainability 
- Expect a lot of themselves and are willing to go the 

extra mile

People make the 
difference!



The board of directors

Camilla Helena 
Andersson Anne Koppang Anne Gro Gulla

Chairwoman 

Camilla has over 25 years of experience as a 
Serial Entrepreneur, Investor and Business 

Angel- She has a wide ranging knowledge/deep 
understanding within the media- and 

technology industry, finance, real estate and 
during the last few years, in FinTech. Four years 

ago she was the first to offer Equity 
Crowdfunding in Norway through SparkUp. She 
has a wealth of experience as a leader, board 

member, mentor, consultant and adviser.

Feddie’s Founder and major 
shareholder  

Together with two friends, she started Druen at 
Aker Brygge in 1986, now known as restaurant 

Asia. In 2006, the three of them established the 
Italian restaurants Olivia. She also shares 

ownership of the well known jewelry chain 
David-Andersen. Anne holds a Master of 

science in business, and has an education as a 
sommelier with extensive knowledge from the 

business of beer, wine and spirits.

Brand strategy, board member and 
investor  

She has worked for companies such as Unilever, Coca-
Cola, McCann, London Business School, Telenor and 
Telia. She is a marketing consultant, has a passion for 

teaching, and is the Co-founder of a start-up company. 
Anne Gro has a Master of Science in Business from 

Universität Mannheim in Germany. She is also a 
published fiction writer and an eager photographer. 

She has lived in Germany, Sweden and Texas. Together 
with Kathrine Mo, Anne Gro takes care of Feddie’s 

brand development and marketing.



The distilling experts

Jan Groth

Whisky expert 

Jan is our whisky-man, our source of 
wisdom, sound advice and knowledge. He 
is the teams mentor. Jan is the founder of 
the World Whisky Forum and sits on the 
prestigious Advisory Panel in Scotland. 

And when he doesn’t have his nose buried 
deep into a glass of whisky he is writing 
books. About food and whisky of course. 

Craig Brownhill

Whisky distiller 

When Craig was a newly graduated 
astrophysicist, he realized that his 

guiding star was whisky and decided to 
do a master in “Brewing and Distilling”. 
As the president of the Water of Life 

Society at the University of Edinburgh, 
Craig arranged weekly tastings for up to 
100 guests for many years. He came to 
us from Scotland  in 2019 and now lives 
on Fedje with his partner, their dog and 
his trombone and relishes jazz, the sea 

and the dream of making the world’s 
best whisky.  

Therese 
Storebø 
Østervold

Gin distiller and ambassador 

Our Tessa is in love with nature and 
explores it in all the ways she can. She 
loves the angle and perspective from a 
kayak, both on the sea and white-water 

rivers. In her days of bartending, she was 
driven by competition and fearlessly threw 
herself into any challenge. The efforts took 

her around the world, meeting thought 
leaders, people with knowledge and ideas, 

learning craftwomanship and the art of 
flavours. With experience and knowledge 

in hand, inspired by the mesmerizing 
nature of Fedje, she is now making our gin.

Jostein Husa

The herb expert 

Our local man who forages for the 
culinary eatables found on Fedje. Chef 

and sailor, but best known as the 
‘Gatherer’. He knows where to find the 

herbs, plants and seaweed and he 
knows how to use it, contributing to 

create tasty products for Feddie Ocean 
Distillery’s.



The supporting expert crew

Arild Mjelstad  
CEO 
Arild had a cabin on Fedje for two 
years before deciding to move 
here in 2019. With his background 
as a plumber and his deep 
technical insight and 
understanding he is the general 
manager of the distillery. We 
need his experience to maintain 
the fantastic production 
equipment that we are always 
dependent on for our production. 
Arild has been involved in the 
start-up and operation of several 
VA / VVS companies and is now 
the owner of Fedje's only year-
round café; The village cafe - and 
will have control over most of 
Feddie's activities on the island. 
Arild is in his element when he is 
on the ocean, he loves to travel 
and is not quite in the fray 
without at least one trip to a 
Greek island every year.

Kathrine Mo 
Brand expert, investor 
Kathrine has a vast experience in 
brand building in global and 
Norwegian companies. She has 
been the marketing manager for 
both beer, soft drinks, milk, 
shampoo, telecom and 
Norwegian oil - in companies 
ranging from Procter & Gamble, 
Ringnes, Coca Cola, Telenor, 
Statoil and Tine. She is 
passionate about the good life, is 
very well travelled and an expert 
in wine as well. She has lived in 
Jamaica and in Switzerland. 
Together with Anne Gro, Kathrine 
takes care of Feddie’s brand 
development and marketing.

Trine Grann  
Copywriting, brand portfolio strategy, investor 
Trine is a copywriter with a drive for storytelling and brand building. She runs her own hotel project 
in Vang in Valdres, where they also develop a mountain distillery, and her absolute big time favorite 
hobby is to take part in developing the Feddie Ocean Distillery brand, the storytelling and the 
communication. Trine’s full time job is as  a content producer in the TV distribution company Allente.

Eirik Høyme Rogn 
Web designer, brand- and concept developer 
Creative concept developer, brand builder, sales of mountain experiences and founder of festivals. 
Eirik designs the website for Feddie Ocean Distillery, and takes part in the search for new 
opportunities that can create great experiences at Fedje. 

Gigja Gunnursdottir 
Graphic designer 
Gigja is Feddie Distillery designer. Experienced 
and wonderfully skilled, we love her eye for 
aesthetics, composition, lines and colors. On a 
daily basis, Gigja is a designer and partner in 
Høien design. She is a graphic designer from 
the Iceland Academy of the Arts and ran the 
design agency Design House for 19 years as a 
partner, senior designer and creative leader.

Cathrine Dokken  
Photographer 
As a renowned photographer from 
Valdres, she has the whole of Norway 
as her workplace. Together with us 
and her camera, Cathrine has found a 
way to visually express our stories 
through her photos. 



Would you like to be part of the adventure? 

If you would like to join us and invest, please e-mail us, and we 
will reach out to you as soon as the next opportunity occurs.


